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Shown: RidgeLander Cover with X-Tray Accessory
The new ArmorFlex hard folding cover is designed to protect your truck bed and its contents, while maintaining its strength, style and durability. Heavy-duty panels are coated with a LINE-X® specialty automotive coating designed to provide advanced protection from dents and scuffs, even in the most extreme environments. The dual action tailgate seal offers universal tailgate operation, allowing you to close the tailgate with the last panel of the cover up or down. ArmorFlex is proudly made in the USA, and comes backed by a 5-year warranty.

KEY FEATURES
• Ultra-Strong LINE-X® Coating Provides Superior Dent, Scuff & Ding Protection
• Dual Action Tailgate Seal for Easy Operation
• Stylish Matte Black Appearance
• Low-Profile Design
• Automatic Latching Panels
• 5-Year Warranty
• Made in the USA
A hard-folding truck bed cover that comes with exciting new features, and is topped off with an alluring matte finish. The Ultra Flex is in a category of its own. From the irresistible outward appearance, to each component beneath the cover, the Ultra Flex has been carefully crafted to be the ultimate all-purpose truck bed cover.

Features that accompany the Ultra Flex include an integrated rail light for enhanced night vision and a dual action tailgate seal, allowing you to close the tailgate with the cover open or shut. Multiple riding positions allow the user to ride with full access to their bed, and full weather protection is available if the cover is in the fully closed position. Ultra Flex is easily installed and removed with our newly designed L-Rails. What’s more, the Ultra Flex is backed by a 5-year warranty, making it the most desirable folding cover on the market.
The UnderCover Flex is a hard-folding truck bed cover that gives you the ultimate control of your truck bed, offering three secure riding positions. The cover is easy to remove, and is mounted flush with your truck's bed rails. Each Flex has a bed rail mounting system equipped with rubber seals and drain tubes that carry water away from and out of the bed, keeping your gear dry and secure. The Flex is backed by a 3-year warranty making it America's favorite hard folding tonneau cover.

KEY FEATURES
- Low-Profile Design for a Sleek, Streamlined Look
- Three Secure Driving Positions for Enhanced Versatility
- Dual-Action Tailgate Seal for Easy Operation
- Aluminum Top Skin
- 100% Bed Access
- Easy Installation
- 3-Year Warranty
- Made in the USA
Designed with the weekends in mind, the RidgeLander from UnderCover is the most dynamic truck bed cover to hit the market. A built-in perimeter track system on the top of the bed cover allows for unique, personal customization. Each RidgeLander comes standard with the RidgeLander bed cover, four Quick Mount Legs, two Vortex Bars, and the Tango Track System. With over 35 “RidgeLander Approved” Rhino-Rack® accessories the possibilities are endless. The RidgeLander will work with most accessories from Rhino-Rack®, Yakima® and many more. The RidgeLander comes equipped with a single point locking system, built-in multifaceted weather seals to help keep the elements out of the truck bed, and is backed by a 3-year warranty.

KEY FEATURES
- Aluminum Construction with Black Powder-Coat Finish
- Integrated T-Slot Track System for Cargo Management
- Includes Four Rhino-Rack® Quick Mount Legs and Two Vortex Cross Bars
- Includes Tango Track Cargo Management System
- Compatible with Hundreds of Accessory Combinations
- 3-Year Warranty
- Made in the USA

* Visit undercoverinfo.com to view compatible accessory options
** View additional accessory information on pages 24-27
The Elite LX is the latest addition to the painted cover lineup. The LX includes all the features of the Elite, with premium upgrades including a carpet-lined underside, and a flawless paint job that is matched your truck’s factory color.

The Elite LX comes equipped with additional accessories for organization and convenience. The Cargo Retriever tool helps extend your reach the entire length of the bed for out-of-reach items, and conveniently stores away within the cover. A super bright LED lighting system is installed towards the rear of the cover. Slide the release to remove the light, fold out of the hook to hang it, use the magnet to stick it, or stand it up on its built-in feet.

KEY FEATURES
- Painted to Match Your Truck’s Factory Color
- Premium Carpet Headliner Provides a Finished Look and Feel
- Removable LED Lighting System
- Double Seal System, Making UnderCover the Most Weather Resistant Cover in the Industry
- Rear Key Lock
- Lifetime Paint and Structure Warranty
- Made in the USA
Also Available in a Smooth, Ready-to-Paint Finish
- Visit undercoverinfo.com to view available paint colors
The LUX is a sleek, durable one-piece truck bed cover that is painted to match the color of your truck. This cover offers all of the same great features of the Classic, with the added benefit of a single-point locking system that controls both locking hinges on the underside of the cover. Its ABS composite construction makes the cover lightweight and easy to handle, making installation or removal fast and simple. Brilliant style lines provide a clean, low-profile look and feel, providing unmatched style and functionality. The LUX comes backed by a Lifetime Warranty on paint and structure, and is proudly made in the USA.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Painted to Match Your Truck’s Factory Color
- Double Seal System, Making UnderCover the Most Weather Resistant Cover in the Industry
- Quick and Easy Installation and Removal - Only 65lbs
- Patented X-Effect Infrastructure Keeps Cover Strong
- Aerodynamic Style Lines Provide a Sporty and Modern Look and Feel
- Lifetime Paint and Structure Warranty
- Made in the USA

*Visit undercoverinfo.com to view available paint colors*
The UnderCover Classic is the original ABS tonneau: strong, weather-tight, and form fit perfectly to the bed of your truck making it the gold standard of truck bed covers. The Classic has a dual point locking system, a UV-protective, scratch resistant polymer finish, and an LED lighting system with a self-contained battery source. The textured black finish gives this ABS cover unparalleled strength at nearly half the weight of traditional fiberglass covers.

Each Classic is designed with custom fit and a double seal to keep water and weather elements out of your bed. It’s simple to install and easy to remove, and is backed by a 3-year warranty. Turn the bed of your truck into a cargo safe with the UnderCover Classic.

**KEY FEATURES**

- Dual Point Locking System
- LED Bed Lighting System
- Double Seal System, Making UnderCover the Most Weather Resistant Cover in the Industry
- Easy Installation and Removal
- Includes Wall Mounts for Easy Storage
- 3-Year Warranty
- Made in the USA
The Elite is meticulously designed and engineered, making it the new standard in one piece textured bed covers. The cover comes equipped with a Cargo Retriever that extends your reach the entire length of the bed, and an upgraded removable LED light that offers a versatile lighting solution. A rear key lock keeps your cargo safe and secure. UnderCover’s patented X-Effect design keeps the Elite strong and durable, giving the cover a weight rating of 500 pounds of evenly distributed weight, while only weighing an average of 70 pounds.

KEY FEATURES
- Cargo Retriever and LED Lighting System Included
- Rear Key Lock
- Integrated Rear Handle for Easy Operation
- Double Seal System, Making UnderCover the Most Weather Resistant Cover in the Industry
- UV Protected ABS Composite Construction
- 3-Year Warranty
- Made in the USA
Also Available in a Smooth, Ready-to-Paint Finish
The UnderCover SE boasts all the features of the original Classic cover, but with added style lines and a rear spoiler for today's modern truck owner. The raised ribs create an aerodynamic styling not found in other covers. The upgraded single point lock controls both locking hinges on the underside of the cover, providing the same security as the Classic, but with only one key point. The textured black finish is scratch resistant, durable and comes in at a weight of only 58lbs. The SE also comes in a smooth version, ready to paint in any custom color to match your truck.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Aerodynamic Style Lines Provide a Stylish, Modern Look and Feel
- Single Point Locking System
- Double Seal System, Making UnderCover the Most Weather Resistant Cover in the Industry
- Wall Mount Hardware Included
- LED Lighting System Included
- 3-Year Warranty
- Made in the USA

Also Available in Smooth, Ready-to-Paint
Imagine accessing your gear by simply pulling a release lever - without reaching over or climbing into your truck bed. UnderCover, maker of the most popular hard tonneau in the USA, brings you SwingCase. The most innovative and versatile truck storage box ever made. Built to last from lightweight, high impact, ABS plastic, SwingCase is tough, weather resistant and custom fitted to your truck. The box is equipped with a lock and can easily be lifted out of the truck bed for quick removal. The SwingCase is a premium, affordable storage solution.
With hundreds of accessory combinations available, you can choose which products you’ll need for your next big adventure. A variety of products from Rhino-Rack®, Yakima®, and other brands, are compatible with the RidgeLander, allowing for personal customization. To learn more about the wide variety of available accessories for the RidgeLander cover, go to undercoverinfo.com.
The RidgeLander comes standard with Vortex Cross Bars and Quick Mount Legs. This allows for a variety of accessories to be mounted to the cover.

Shown here is the Ski/Snowboard Carrier mounted to the Vortex Cross Bars.

Yakima® and other branded accessories are also compatible. Visit undercoverinfo.com for more information.

The Tango Track System allows you to optimize your carrying capacity with or without the cover. With the cover removed, the Tango T-Slot channels will accommodate the included Vortex Bars and towers, as well as other RidgeLander accessories, providing endless possibilities and the ultimate versatility in cargo management.

Integrated T-Slot system for cargo management.
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